
Profile

Passionate and ingenious Senior Frontend Developer offering 8+ years of experience.
Enthusiastic about developing forward-thinking solutions to tomorrow’s productivity problems.
Hardworking and adaptable approach to challenges.
Proficient in developing full stack web applications across multiple platforms using modern industry-
adapted languages and frameworks like React, Vue, Angular, Node, Laravel, Python, Php, GraphQL, RESTful
Services, Microservices and also using several Cloud Platforms like AWS, GCP and Azure

Professional Experience

Full Stack Developer, RUPA ETENDARD Warsaw 11/2021 – 05/2023
Creation of e-commerce site using Vue.js, Netlify, Jamstack, Shopify API in colloboration with Backend 
team.
Implement innovative ideas and designs to increase brand's reach and effectiveness, growing revenue by 
200% in key channels.
Designed and provided web solutions for a number of small businesses using CMSs, social network/Web 
APIs, e-commerce pay modules.
Perform database defragmentation and using graphQL optimize SQL queries, improving database 
performance and loading speed by 70%.
Architected and led a development team building core apps and NLP based chatbot using React.js, Vue.js, 
GraphQL and Node.js. 
Revamped UI and interface of an e-commerce site that enhanced performance and improved load time by 
45%.
Developed dynamic and interactive website that ensured high traffic, page views, and user experience, 
resulting in 40% increase in sales revenu.

Frontend & Web3 Developer, 
KCC ENGINEERING & CONTRACTING CO. KSCC

05/2020 – 10/2021

Built NFT marketplace using Metaplex on Solana Launched NFT minting site with Candy Maching on 
Solana.
Built the smart contract for Duel Game between NFTs with minted NFT on Solana NFT minting site made of 
Candy Machine.
Developed the system to show the status and log of transactions following users by using Chart and Material 
Theme.

React Frontend Developer, Cumberland DRW LLC 07/2018 – 04/2020
Participated in front-end development of a smart price recommendation platform used by large retail 
and e-commerce customers.
Implementation and management of corporate design system libraries.
Significantly improved performance by profiling critical components to eliminate wasted rendering.
I simplified the project structure by emphasizing reusability and extensibility.

Full Stack Developer, Zappos Family of Companies 04/2016 – 06/2018
Developed a management system (ReactJS and MySQL), a computer database of information about the 
organization's maintenance operations.
Built the Lexmedia Production System (Laravel & Ajax), a web-based system that can store all production 
information.
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Senior Frontend Developer
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Built a Deped National Achievement System (Django) that can generate reports and print tags for test 
booklets.

Skills

React

Next

TypeScript

Vue

Vuex

Node

GraphQL

MongoDB

NgRx

Redux

MUI

TailwindCSS

Nuxt

Express

Laravel

MySQL

Anguler

Interests

Soccer, Music, Computer Game

Education

Bachelor's degree, University of Belgrade        04/2011 – 04/2014
Copenhagen, Denmark

Projects

Adventure Academy
Adventure Academy is an online educational platform designed for children between the ages of 8 and 13. Built 
with React, the website provides an interactive learning experience in a virtual world environment.

Lingwars
Developed the languages guessing game as a React-based web application. I used TypeScript, React, and Firebase 
to build the project and published it on Google Play. The app is used globally by thousands of users.

Karaage
Karaage provides detailed instructions on how to prepare karaage, including the ingredients needed, step-by-step 
instructions, and photos to help readers visualize the process.

Nefty Market
World’s First Solana NFT Marketplace with Virtual Reality with Next. Explore, Buy, Sell and Create NFT’s on 
this Solana Marketplace. All NFTs on this site have been vetted for provenance and authenticity.

MYGLAMM
MYGLAMM is an Next JS Web Application that offers a variety of makeup, skincare, and personal care products 
for online purchase. It is an best e-commerce platform for beauty and cosmetic products

https://www.adventureacademy.com/
https://lingwars.com/
https://www.karaage.com/
https://nefty-nft.vercel.app/#/
https://www.myglamm.com/

